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(Easy Piano Songbook). The name says it all: over 70 of the best P&W songs today. Titles include:

Awesome God * Blessed Be Your Name * Come, Now Is the Time to Worship * Days of Elijah *

Here I Am to Worship * Open the Eyes of My Heart * Shout to the Lord * We Fall Down * and more.
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This book is exactly what I have been hoping to find. I took piano lessons when I was young, but I

remember very little. Now, at 41, I wanted to teach myself to play again on the piano I just bought on

ebay for $100. I have tried several other books, but they have been a bit too difficult or only had a

couple songs I liked. This book is very easy and manageable for someone like me who barely

knows what she is doing! I am able to teach myself and create pleasing music. I just can't stop

playing now, always eager to learn the next song. The praise music is just what we sing in church, it

is emotional and uplifting, and it sounds more complex than it really is. I am delighted that I found

this book!

Great book, lots of songs, I'm teaching myself piano and can play the songs.

This is a great praise & worship book, easy-to-play arrangements that you can add your own

flourishes to. Has a good contemporary selection of praise & worship music. My only complaint is

that some of the songs are several pages long - lots of page turning before you get to the end,



which is a drawback for a pianist.

I absolutely love this book! It is great especially if you are just learning how to play the piano. I love

the layout of the pages too! I know that may seem odd, but the pages are easy to read. The staff

lines and notes are not crowded together. I also love the variety of songs in this book. It is an

amazing book! I would highly recommend it to anyone.

This is an overall good selection of songs. The arrangements are easy, between "beginner" and

"intermediate." However several of the pages were out of order. I am just going to cut them out and

put the whole thing in a 3-ring binder. The songs sound good, but I have found a couple of obvious

mistakes in the melodies and chords. Good, easy arrangements, some irritating mistakes = 3 stars

I originally bought this as a gift for my wife who plays piano. I can play easy piano, but I am also

learning guitar. I found that it has simple enough keys that I can either play them straight or

transpose them to play and sing.It has a good selection of Praise and Worship songs over the last

25-30 years. If you like this, you might also consider the Best Hymns and Best Contemporary

Christian books in this easy piano series. I think the Hymns book is about the same, or easier than

this book. I haven't bought the Cont. Christian Songs book (yet) because it looks a little harder.The

print is large, easy to read. Excellent for young and old alike. I ordered this sight unseen and was

very pleased with the purchase.

Nice selection of modern songs. Arrangements are easy enough to learn but full enough to capture

the original sound.

As a learner I found the left hand bass notes very easy to follow. The selection of songs is wonderful

and 90% of them are the songs we sing in church and include works by Darlene czchech, Chris

Tomlin, Michael W Smith etc. You will know these songs and be able to play them. Excellent book -

I am very glad I bought this.
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